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OBJECTIVE:
Astor Sector Allocation is a core
equity solution that analyzes
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economic fundamentals at the
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sector level. It utilizes multiple
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expectations for growth.

THE STRATEGY:
SYMBOL

% TOTAL
ASSETS

Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund

XLF

20.64%

sector

First Trust Technology AlphaDEX Fund

FXL

19.88%

sector

Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund

XLE

15.77%

style

iShares Russell 2000 ETF

IWM

10.14%

allocates to the sectors with the

sector

Real Estate Select Sector SPDR Fund

XLRE

9.99%

strongest signals based on the

sector

First Trust Materials AlphaDEX Fund

FXZ

9.72%

sector economic models, as well as

sector

SPDR Health Care Select Sector

XLV

5.10%

sector

First Trust Consumer Discretionary AlphaDE

FXD

4.00%

sector

First Trust Industrials/Producer Durables

FXR

2.53%
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appreciation through sector

sector

equity allocations

▪▪ Pursue long-term capital

▪▪ Seeks to generate excess return
through both sector rotation that

risk management approach during
declining economic environments
▪▪ Aims to mitigate risk with the
flexibility to allocate assets from
100% domestic equity sectors to
a mixture of high levels cash/fixed
income, in pursuit of providing
downside protection with risk
reduction during weak
economic periods

Data as of 7/31/2018
The allocations presented are as of the date indicated and are subject to change. The
percentage of total assets and asset allocations presented here are those of the Sector
Allocation Composite for the period indicated. Any individual investor’s portfolio may
be allocated differently than presented here due to many factors, including but not
limited to, timing of entry into the investment program, discretionary decisions by the
clients and referring advisors, and custodial limitations or the manner in which trades
are executed. Asset class percentages are rounded. As such, actual position weights
may vary and/or the sum total may not equal 100%.

Cash: An allocation of uninvested U.S. dollars or an investment in
an exchange-traded fund that invests primarily in short-term debt
instruments.
Fixed Income: An investment in an exchange-traded fund that
invests primarily in debt instruments of a corporation or government
entity where funds are borrowed from investors for a defined period
of time at a fixed interest rate.
Sector Equity: An investment in an exchange-traded fund that invests
in shares of companies which are classified within a specific sector
according to the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®)
Style Equity: An investment in an exchange-traded fund that invests
in the shares of companies as defined by industry standards for
market capitalization categories (e.g. large cap, mid cap, and small cap).
The Sector Allocation Composite (prior to December 1, 2016 was
known as Sector Tactical Asset Allocation (“S.T.A.R”) Composite) is a
tactical strategy focused on the generation of returns through shifts
in domestic equity sector allocations. The Composite exclusively uses
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and focuses on investing in domestic
equities during economic expansions while reducing equity exposure
for fixed income and cash in weak economic periods. Prior to May
2014, the Composite previously invested in various other asset
classes, including commodities, international equity, and currencies.
The Composite includes a minimum 15% domestic equity allocation
and does not invest in inverse funds. For purposes of defining the
composite of accounts, a minimum account size of $50,000 is
imposed monthly. The benchmark is the S&P 500 Index. Presented
returns assume the reinvestment of dividends. The S&P 500 Index is
an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. S&P
500 is a registered trademark of McGraw-Hill, Inc

When appropriate, the strategy will utilize First Trust’s AlphaDEX®
ETFs for equity exposure. Astor maintains a License Agreement with
First Trust Portfolios L.P. (“First Trust”) to use the term AlphaDEX®
for marketing purposes which may present a conflict of interest by
creating an incentive for Astor to select First Trust ETFs for investment
purposes. Neither First Trust nor Astor are compensated directly as
part of the agreement, but both parties will mutually benefit from
an increase in assets in the strategy due to the separate fees Astor
and First Trust each charge on assets under management. First Trust
owns the trade name and trademark rights, title, and interest in and
to the AlphaDEX® mark. An affiliate of First Trust, First Trust Advisors
L.P., manages the AlphaDEX® ETFs.
All information contained herein is for informational purposes
only. This material is not a solicitation to offer investment advice or
services in any state where to do so would be unlawful. Astor and
its affiliates are not liable for the accuracy, usefulness or availability
of any such information or liable for any trading or investing based
on such information. There is no assurance Astor’s strategies will
produce profitable returns or that any account with have similar
results. You may lose money. Past results are no guarantee of future
results and no representation is made that a client will or is likely to
achieve results that are similar to those shown . Factors impacting
client returns include individual client risk tolerance, restrictions
a client may place on the account, investment objectives, choice of
broker/dealers or custodians, as well as other factors. Please refer
to Astor’s Form ADV Part 2 for additional information regarding fees,
risks, and services.
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The Composite can purchase ETFs with exposure to equities, fixed
income, and specific sectors. The underlying investments of these
ETFs have different risks. Equity prices can fluctuate for a variety of
reasons including market sentiment and economic conditions. The
prices of small and mid-cap companies tend to be more volatile
than those of larger, more established companies. It is important to
note that bond prices move inversely with interest rates and fixed
income. Fixed Income ETFs can experience negative performance in
a period of rising interest rates. Debt issuers may not make interest
or principal payments, resulting in losses to the funds. In addition, the
credit quality of securities held by an ETF or underlying fund may be
lowered if an issuer’s financial condition changes. High yield bonds
are subject to higher risk of principal loss due to an increased chance
of default. Investments in specific sectors can experience greater
levels of volatility than broad-based investments due to their more
narrow focus.
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